
 

FusionCharts 3.12.2 With All Maps

for example, to add a custom us state map, you can paste the state.js file in the fusioncharts/maps/us folder. if you want to use any specific map, you also need to paste its definition files in the fusioncharts/maps/folder. next, specify the complete data needed for the descendant charts in the linkeddata object of
the parent chart. each element of linkeddata is an object with two properties - id and linkedchart. you need to use the id property, to map data for each descendant chart with its parent chart. note that id should be unique for each item. linkedchart attribute contains the full data for the specific descendant chart
as string (json or xml). now we need to define the linkeddata object and pass it in the parameter linkeddata of addchart(id, linkedchart) method of charts. the parameter id of the addchart(id, linkedchart) method should match with the id property of the linkeddata object. the linkedchart property of the linkeddata
object contains the data for the chart (fusionmap or geochart). a chart type that shows categories of data in the form of stacked bars. the chart is rendered with one or more series of bars, where each category is stacked vertically and the height of each bar is proportional to the value of that category. this chart

can also be used to show the number of occurrences, occurrences per day, occurrences per week etc.
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The Infographic charts are very popular. You can view the Infographic chart as a spider web map too. Specify an image object of the image to be used as your background. You can define a data object with the JSON data format (which Yellowfin can understand). There are much more methods in FusionCharts to
help you build advanced interactive maps. You can use JavaScript, DHTML, Flash, or the HTML5 canvas API. In the next series of blog posts, we will cover some of the extra features of Yellowfin Maps and FusionCharts. The base FusionCharts component is free. If you need additional functionalities, you can choose
from a number of licensing options. For more info on pricing, please visit http://www.fusioncharts.com/fusioncharts-suite-xt-features.html FusionCharts provides 100+ charts and 2,000+ maps. These charts are fully interactive, so your users can filter, sort, drill-down, and cross-reference data on the charts, maps,
and shared charts. It has more than 28,000 developers and over 600 companies that trust FusionCharts to build their dashboards. These charts are ready to use in all major operating systems and applications, including Microsoft Excel, Jasper Reports, PHP, and.Net. You can choose from more than 30 charts and

customize many of the chart types. Also, you can easily export charts to images, PDF, or Flash. FusionCharts provides 100+ charts and 2,000+ maps. These charts are fully interactive, so your users can filter, sort, drill-down, and cross-reference data on the charts, maps, and shared charts. It has more than 28,000
developers and over 600 companies that trust FusionCharts to build their dashboards. These charts are ready to use in all major operating systems and applications, including Microsoft Excel, Jasper Reports, PHP, and.Net. 5ec8ef588b
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